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Abstract
Probabilistic programming has many applications in statistics, physics,... so that all programming
languages have been equipped with probabilistic library. However, there is a need in developing
semantical tools in order to formalize higher order and recursive probabilistic languages. Indeed,
it is well known that categories of measurable spaces are not Cartesian closed. We have been
studying quantitative semantics of probabilistic spaces to fill this gap. A first step has been to
focus on probabilistic programming languages with discrete types such as integers and booleans.
In this setting, probabilistic programs can be seen as linear combinations of deterministic programs. Probabilistic Coherent Spaces constitute a Cartesian closed category that is fully abstract
with respect to probabilistic Call-By-Push-Value. Moreover, this toy language is endowed with
a memorization operator that allow to encode most discrete probabilistic programs. The second
step is to move on probabilistic programming with continuous types representing for instance
reals endowed with Lebesgue measurable sets. We introduce the category of cones and stable
functions which is Cartesian closed. The trick is to enlarge the category of measurable spaces to
gain closeness and to embrace measurable spaces. Besides, the category of cones is a sound and
adequate model of a higher order and recursive probabilistic language in which most classical
distributions and probabilistic tools can be encoded. This is joint work with Thomas Ehrhard
and Michele Pagani.
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